
 

 
 

Cable Knit Warm Greetings Card 
 

Color Scheme: Garden Green, Vanilla and Cherry Cobbler 
 

 

Supplies: 
 

Stamps: Tin of Tags 

 
Ink: Garden Green 

 

Paper: Cherry Cobbler, Crumb Cake, Early Espresso, Garden Green, Very Vanilla 
Cardstock, Very Vanilla Envelope 

 
Other: Big Shot, Cable Knit dynamic embossing folder, Pretty Pines Thinlit dies, 

Layering Squares dies, Big Shot Die Brush, Dimensionals, SNAIL or Fast Fuse, 
Tombow Liquid Glue. 
 
 
 
 

Directions and project created by Jean Fitch.  All product images © Stampin’ Up! 

If you have questions please feel free to contact me at jlfstudio@live.com or through my blog: 

http://jlfstudio.wordpress.com 



Directions: 
 

1) Score Garden Green card base at 4-1/4”.  Fold and crease with bone folder. 
 

2) Use Cable Knit Folder to emboss the Garden Green (4” x 5-1/4”) mat piece.  
Adhere to card base. 

 
WARNING!!!! 

 
There is a different Big Shot sandwich used for the Cable Knit Dynamic Embossing 

Folder: 
 

Platform, Dynamic embossing folder with paper, cutting plate  - Place the folder 
directly on the Platform and then cover with a single cutting plate.   

 

3) Die cut the Square and Scalloped Square using a Very Vanilla Strip of paper and 
the Layering Squares dies.  Select your Squares based on the size of the greeting 

you wish to use.  Stamp your preferred sentiment on the square (leaving room for 
the die cut decorations) then adhere with dimensionals to the scallop square.   

 
4) Die cut bow using the die from Pretty Pines die set and a Cherry Cobbler scrap of 

paper. 
 

5) Die cut the pine boughs with Garden Green strips and the Pretty Pines dies.  
Adhere to the sentiment piece.  If you wish die cut pine cone from Crumb Cake and 

Early Espresso scraps. 
 

6) Adhere the bow to the sentiment piece and then the layered piece to the card 
base. 

 

7) Stamp/decorate vanilla interior layer (4” x 5-1/4”) and adhere to the cardbase 
interior.   

 
8) Decorate envelope as desired. 

 
Tip: I found Tombow Liquid Glue the best for adhering the pine cones and boughs.  

I placed very tiny drops in strategic places and then let dry to a tacky consistency 
before attaching. 
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